
ADVANCING GENDER EQUITY IN NEW YORK CITY
PUBLIC MEETING SUMMARY

The Commission on Gender Equity (CGE) hosted its first Public Meeting on December 
13, 2018 to present its 2018-2021 Strategic Plan: Advancing Gender Equity in New 
York City. This meeting gave attendees the opportunity to learn more about the 
Commission’s first ever strategic plan and participate in breakout sessions to discuss 
and inform the Commission’s current and future efforts. 

The meeting kicked-off with a video message from the First Lady of New York City, 
Chirlane McCray, and was followed by a presentation of the strategic plan by CGE’s 
Executive Director, Jacqueline Ebanks. After the presentation, attendees participated 
in breakout sessions. 

BREAKOUT SESSION REPORT

The attendees were asked to participate in one of three breakout session groups: 
Economic Mobility and Opportunity, Health and Reproductive Justice, and Safety. 
In each group, participants were asked to respond to the following questions, while 
bearing in mind an intersectional lens:

1 What resonates with you from our strategies around Economic Mobility & 
Opportunity/Health & Reproductive Justice/Safety?

2 What additional strategies would you like us to explore in the coming 
years around Economic Mobility & Opportunity/Health & Reproductive     

 Justice/Safety?

3 Which community partners should be at the table to provide input as CGE 
explores implementing its current work and building out future work?



Below is a summary of the responses to each of the questions by focus area: 

ECONOMIC MOBILITY AND OPPORTUNITY
What resonated: Gender Equity Summits, the Youth Leadership Council, and 
addressing the leadership gap

Additional strategies suggested: 

1 Increase collection of both quantitative and budget data to inform work in  
this area

2 Civic leadership program for young people and adults

3 Continue to have New York City lead by example

Potential community partners: Faith based groups, the media, and academia

HEALTH AND REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE
What resonated: Increased education around sexual health especially in schools, 
and improving our healthcare system overall

Additional strategies suggested:
1 Include mental health in school curriculum 

2 Increase fair and equitable healthcare for women and the LGBTQ community 
throughout their lives, including but not limited to childbirth

Potential community partners: Men, educators, and parents

SAFETY

What resonated: Human trafficking; Incarceration, specifically incarcerated girls

Additional strategies suggested:

1 Increase outreach and engagement especially to underserved communities 
such as incarcerated and elderly persons 

Potential community partners: Local community based organizations who have 
direct interaction with community
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